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Sophisticated Magnets Help Fuel Burn More Efficiently with Cleaner
Emissions

(PRWEB) April 29, 2000 -- Clean up the environment and increase your fuel mileage at the same time:
Sophisticated magnets keep your fuel burning clean.

AutoNetix, Inc., of Costa Mesa, California has acquired the exclusive distribution rights for the InterCharger, a
patented magnetic array fuel enhancement device.

Now Americans can conveniently burn cleaner fuel longer. "The InterCharger's entry into the automotive
performance aftermarket is timed perfectly with the recent increases in gasoline prices and rising concerns over
our poor air quality," stated Ron Williams, President of AutoNetix, Inc.

The InterCharger reduces or eliminates these problems through a clamp-on device of scientifically arranged
magnets. As a result, the InterCharger, after a quick installation, allows vehicles of all types to increase their
fuel mileage, on average, by 20%. For example, one test vehicle, a Ford Explorer, drove 48 miles more per tank
after the InterCharger was attached to its fuel line.

The InterCharger was designed and developed by mathematician, Russ Parker, who originally intended it to
reduce water pollution in pipes. When clamped to a fuel line, however, the powerful magnets bond the carbon
in the fuel to the oxygen, giving a cleaner longer burn, and reduce noxious emissions by at least 50% according
to laboratory tests. Engine oil stays cleaner longer and a vehicle can drive on average 10,000 miles before
needing an oil change. This carbon burning ability works on any carbon-based fuel such as gas, diesel, natural
gas, and fuel oil.

The InterCharger has just passed the first round of EPA-certified laboratory tests for not only emission
reduction but also fuel efficiency, states the president of AutoNetix, Inc. Evaluation units are available upon
request. Please call or e-mail press credentials and your mailing address to Colleen Stockham listed below.

For Further Information:

AutoNetix, Inc., offers the InterCharger directly through their website and through their distribution network.
The two powerful magnets come in a square blue casing with a channel to hold the fuel line in place between
the magnets, and it can be installed within five minutes of locating the intake fuel line. The retail price for the
InterCharger is $169.99 and is backed by a 30-Day Risk-Free Trial, and it carries a one-year manufacturer's
warranty.

The company can be reached at (714) 513-9040 between the hours of 9:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m. (PST) for consumer
related inquires. For Media/Press or Business Development inquiries, please e-mail Colleen Stockham,
Business Development Director, at colico2001@hotmail.com.
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Contact Information
Colleen Stockham
AutoNetix, Inc.

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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